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Introduction

Welcome to Quality Control For Dummies, the book

that helps anyone unfamiliar with quality control find

their way around a quality program. Quality

improvement techniques have been around for a very

long time. They apply to every type of endeavor —

business (most likely why you’re here), educational (the

reason you may have taken those test-taking courses or

joined study groups), and even personal (self-help books,

anyone?). We all want to do things faster and for less

cost while getting more desirable results. A company’s

quality system strives for the same goals: better, faster,

and cheaper. With this book, you’ll be able to understand

the various and ever-changing quality initiatives

underway or under discussion at your company.

About This Book

Most quality control books have a single theme: They

push their own theory as the “one right way” to solve all

of a company’s problems. But this book isn’t like that. It

addresses every major quality improvement program and

describes how to choose the applicable parts for a

company.

The design of this book allows you to pick it up and begin

reading at any point — much like a reference book — so



we suggest you start with a topic that interests you. You

can use the table of contents to identify general areas of

interest or broad topics. You’ll come to find, however,

that the index is your best friend for identifying detailed

concepts, related topics, or particular quality issues.

After you find what you need, you can toss the book on a

shelf on your way out the door and tackle whatever tasks

you set for yourself with confidence — and without

wading through unrelated details.

Conventions Used in This

Book

To guide you through this book, we include the following

conventions:

 Italics point out defined terms and emphasize

certain words.

 Boldface text indicates key words in bulleted lists

and actions to take in numbered lists.

 Monofont highlights Web addresses.

During printing of this book, some Web addresses may

have broken across two lines of text. If you come across

a Web address spread over two lines, rest assured that

we haven’t put in any extra characters (such as hyphens)

to indicate the break. Just type in exactly what you see,

pretending as though the line break doesn’t exist.



What You’re Not to Read

You can safely skip any text that we mark with the

Technical Stuff icon; the information is interesting, to be

sure, but it’s not essential to your understanding of

quality issues. You can also skip sidebars (those shaded

gray boxes within the chapters); we like the stories in

them, but we won’t be offended if you don’t read them.

Foolish Assumptions

We don’t think that anything in this book is foolish, but

we have made the following assumptions about our

readers:

 You’re a business owner or CEO who needs to

know more about quality and the right quality

methods for your organization.

 You’re a staff member or mid-level manager who’s

in charge of introducing quality methods to your

organization.

 You’re a team leader looking for ideas on

improving how a team works to reduce costs and

improve service.

 You’re an average worker trying to figure out what

all the funny names for the different quality

techniques really mean.



How This Book Is

Organized

This book is organized into the following five parts, each

of which has several chapters. Each chapter discusses a

major topic related to quality control, and we divide the

chapters into sections, which discuss particular issues

related to those topics. The book is organized to support

both a linear and modular read, but how you read it is up

to you. Choose a part, a chapter, or a related topic —

whatever floats your boat — and start reading!



Part I: Understanding the

Basics of Quality Control

Part I reviews the basic concept of “quality” and how it

fits into an organization’s products, services, and

strategies. We provide an overview of what quality really

means, why it’s important in the modern business world,

and the standards used to govern it. We also cover

quality assurance, which examines the tools used to

create a product or service, and inspection, which

examines the results of a process to determine the

degree to which it conforms to what it’s supposed to be.



Part II: Putting Fundamental

Quality Control Methods to

Use

In Part II, we explore some fundamental processes for

improving quality. For example, we explain how the

customer defines quality with what’s called the voice of

the customer. We also explore ways to measure and

evaluate quality characteristics, such as Statistical

Process Control (not as scary as it sounds).



Part III: Whipping Quality

Control into Shape with Lean

Processes

Part III provides you with an explanation of the various

Lean techniques in order to show how they build on one

another. A Lean organization has examined all its

processes and has squeezed out all the waste by cleaning

up the workplace. Identifying waste and squeezing it out

of your processes provides many savings, because a big

money sink in many companies is an excess-materials

inventory. Eliminating this bloat saves money and

improves quality all around. Let us show you how!



Part IV: Surveying Other

Quality Control Techniques

Part IV looks at some of the better-known quality

methodologies that have been in fashion recently.

Interestingly enough, the methods we outline here seem

to use varying amounts of the Lean tools we identify in

Part III — they just add their own spins on how to use

them. And as you’re probably aware, all “expert”

consultants have their own spins on things because

that’s how they justify their fat salaries.



Part V: The Part of Tens

Part V follows in the grand tradition of For Dummies

books providing Parts of Tens. Here you find ten steps for

incorporating quality into a new process and ten Web

sites that give you some quality control tips and present

some quality techniques. This supplemental information

is designed to be both helpful and informative.

Icons Used in This Book

The icons used in this book point you to important (and

not so important) topics in the text:

Keep these facts in mind when making decisions

about different aspects of the quality control

process.

This icon signals that helpful advice is at hand. We

use it to offer insights that we hope make quality

control interesting or easier.

This icon means what it says and says what it means

— you’d better be careful with the information that

comes after. It warns you to avoid situations that

can have nasty consequences for your organization.

This icon tips you off to interesting but nonessential

information. Read it or skip it — the choice is yours.

Where to Go from Here



Each chapter in this book can stand on its own and will

provide you with unique, useful information. So, find a

subject that interests you or that you need to bone up on,

turn to the page, and be ready to learn! Feel free to mark

up the book, fill in the blanks, copy any tables, dog-ear

the pages, or do anything else that would make a

librarian blush. The important thing is that you make

good use of the book and enjoy yourself in the process.

If you’re new to quality systems, we suggest that you

read Parts I and II in their entirety. You’ll find that many

quality improvement techniques are built on previous

models, and they all point back to the basics of quality

control.

One last thing: Check out the Web page at

www.dummies.com. Feel free to take the opportunity to

register your purchase online or to send the authors e-

mail with feedback about your reading experience.

http://www.dummies.com/
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